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The Test for Klaus Schwab and the World
Economic Forum by Jon Rappoport

by Jon Rappoport

February 21, 2022

(To join our email list, click here.)

Knowing my regular readers can handle more than one major point in an
article, I start with this: Justin Trudeau is not serving the interests of
Canadians; he is loyal to the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the brand
of Globalism it represents.

Meaning: global governance; the submerging of nations in a scheme of
external top-down control; the expansion of poverty; wall to wall
surveillance; a currency reset; and other totalitarian transformations.

If you watch these two brief videos (here and here), you’ll see Klaus
Schwab confirm, in Trudeau’s presence, the prime minister’s loyalty to the
WEF, as well as the penetration of Trudeau’s cabinet with WEF agents.

Schwab, the head of WEF, also mentions a new dawn of entrepreneurs
who lead corporations dedicated to social responsibility.

And THAT is a test for Schwab. Because he certainly backs major
pharmaceutical companies. Do those businesses display social
responsibility?

I’m not talking about their pricing of drugs or their equitable distribution
of drugs. I’m talking about killing and maiming people with the drugs.
Many people.

And so I return to citations I’ve published a number of times. By the way,
virtually no one takes these devastating references and runs with them.

I can only conclude journalists and doctors who otherwise criticize medical
policies don’t want to admit the medical cartel has a very long track record
of destroying populations.

These journalists and doctors only want to cherry pick their targets. In fact,
they support the overall performance of the medical system. Why? You
would have to ask them.

Here, I’m testing Klaus Schwab. Does he really think he can get away with
his talk about “social responsibility” and his simultaneous support of
Pharma?

Buckle up—

ONE: Journal of the American Medical Association, April 15, 1998:
“Incidence of Adverse Drug Reactions in Hospitalized Patients.”

The authors, led by Jason Lazarou, culled 39 previous studies on patients
in hospitals. These patients, who received drugs in hospitals, or were
admitted to hospitals because they were suffering from the drugs doctors
had given them, met the following fate:

Every year, in the US, between 76,000 and 137,000 hospitalized patients
die as a direct result of the drugs.

Beyond that, every year 2.2 million hospitalized patients experience
serious adverse reactions to the drugs.

The authors write: “…Our study on ADRs [Adverse Drug Reactions], which
excludes medication errors, had a different objective: to show that there
are a large number of ADRs even when the drugs are properly prescribed
and administered.”

So this study had nothing to do with doctor errors, nurse errors, or
improper combining of drugs. And it only counted people killed or maimed
who were admitted to hospitals. It didn’t begin to tally all the people taking
pharmaceuticals who died as consequence of the drugs, at home.

TWO: July 26, 2000, Journal of the American Medical Association;
author, Dr. Barbara Starfield, revered public health expert at the Johns
Hopkins School of Public Health; “Is US health really the best in the
world?”

Starfield reported that the US medical system kills 225,000 Americans per
year. 106,000 as a result of FDA-approved medical drugs, and 119,000 as a
result of mistreatment and errors in hospitals. Extrapolate the numbers to
a decade: that’s 2.25 million deaths. You might want to read that last
number again.

I interviewed Starfield in 2009. I asked her whether she was aware of any
overall effort by the US government to eliminate this holocaust. She
answered a resounding NO. She also said her estimate of medically caused
deaths in America was on the conservative side.

THREE: BMJ June 7, 2012 (BMJ 2012:344:e3989). Author, Jeanne
Lenzer. Lenzer refers to a report by the Institute for Safe Medication
Practices: “It [the Institute] calculated that in 2011 prescription drugs were
associated with two to four million people in the US experiencing ‘serious,
disabling, or fatal injuries, including 128,000 deaths.’”

The report called this “one of the most significant perils to humans
resulting from human activity.”

The report was compiled by outside researchers who went into the FDA’s
own database of “serious adverse [medical-drug] events.”

Therefore, to say the FDA isn’t aware of this finding would be absurd. The
FDA knows. The FDA knows and it isn’t saying anything about it, because
the FDA certifies, as safe and effective, all the medical drugs that are
routinely maiming and killing Americans. Every public health agency
knows the truth.

FOUR: “The Epidemic of Sickness and Death from Prescription Drugs.”
The author is Donald Light, who teaches at Rowan University, and was the
2013 recipient of ASA’s [American Sociological Association’s]
Distinguished Career Award for the Practice of Sociology. Light is a
founding fellow of the Center for Bioethics at the University of
Pennsylvania. In 2013, he was a fellow at the Edmond J. Safra Center for
Ethics at Harvard. He is a Lokey Visiting Professor at Stanford University.

Donald Light: “Epidemiologically, appropriately prescribed, prescription
drugs are the fourth leading cause of death, tied with stroke at about 2,460
deaths each week in the United States. About 330,000 patients die each
year from prescription drugs in the United States and Europe. They [the
drugs] cause an epidemic of about 20 times more hospitalizations [6.6
million annually], as well as falls, road accidents, and [annually] about 80
million medically minor problems such as pains, discomforts, and
dysfunctions that hobble productivity or the ability to care for others.
Deaths and adverse effects from overmedication, errors, and self-
medication would increase these figures.” (ASA publication, “Footnotes,”
November 2014)

FIVE: None of the above reports factor in death or injury by vaccine.

Medical crimes.

Medically caused deaths of friends, family members, loved ones, who are
buried along with the truth.

No criminal investigations, no prosecutions, no guilty verdicts, no prison
sentences.

But of course, you can believe everything leading lights of the US medical
system tell you about COVID.

You can believe everything the press—who buries the truth about this
medical holocaust—tells you about COVID.

Given the reports on medically caused death and maiming I’ve just cited
and described in this article, it’s obvious that…

Leading medical journals around the world, which routinely publish
glowing accounts of clinical trials of medical drugs…

Are spilling over with rank fraud, on page after page.

Indeed, here is a stunning quote from an editor who has quite probably
read and analyzed more medical-drug studies than any doctor in the
world:

“It is simply no longer possible to believe much of the clinical research that
is published, or to rely on the judgment of trusted physicians or
authoritative medical guidelines. I take no pleasure in this conclusion,
which I reached slowly and reluctantly over my two decades as an editor of
The New England Journal of Medicine.” (Dr. Marcia Angell, NY Review of
Books, January 15, 2009, “Drug Companies & Doctors: A Story of
Corruption)

Compare that quote with one from “the father of COVID science,” Anthony
Fauci. In an interview with the National Geographic, Fauci stated:

“Anybody can claim to be an expert even when they have no idea what
they’re talking about…If something is published in places like New
England Journal of Medicine, Science, Nature, Cell, or JAMA—you know,
generally that is quite well peer-reviewed because the editors and the
editorial staff of those journals really take things very seriously.”

They take things so seriously, they routinely publish glowing studies of
medical drugs that are killing people in great numbers.

—So, Mr. Schwab, which is it? You support corporate social responsibility,
and therefore you condemn, in the strongest possible way, the ongoing
death-and-maiming count achieved by beloved pharmaceutical
companies? Or you maintain your unwavering support for Pharma, and
admit your pose of “social responsibility” is a complete fraud.

And to journalists and doctors who refuse to pick up the citations in this
article and DO something with them, I ask: what’s holding you back?
What’s been holding you back? I’ve been publishing and speaking about
this information for more than 10 years.

What are you afraid of? Where do YOUR loyalties lie?

(To read about Jon’s mega-collection, The Matrix Revealed, click here.)

Jon Rappoport

The author of three explosive collections, THE MATRIX REVEALED, EXIT
FROM THE MATRIX, and POWER OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon was a

candidate for a US Congressional seat in the 29th District of California. He
maintains a consulting practice for private clients, the purpose of which is the
expansion of personal creative power. Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, he has
worked as an investigative reporter for 30 years, writing articles on politics,
medicine, and health for CBS Healthwatch, LA Weekly, Spin Magazine, Stern,
and other newspapers and magazines in the US and Europe. Jon has delivered
lectures and seminars on global politics, health, logic, and creative power to
audiences around the world. You can sign up for his free NoMoreFakeNews
emails here or his free OutsideTheRealityMachine emails here.

This entry was posted in Corporate Fraud, Globalist, Medical Fraud, Press Fraud, Technocracy and tagged
Fauci, WEF.
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sk says:

Schwab, Gates, Fauci etc are the front men. I hope before my time is up to learn who
the back men are.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:06 am

Goldhoarder says:

Ask Larry Fink. He would know. His speeches sound like Schwab’s. He just
doesn’t talk as often or have the spot light on him. He is the front money man
though… nobody more trusted by the Rockefeller, Rothschild, Soros, etc. types.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 3:40 pm

sk says:

If you recognize the name or face, they’re not the back men.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 6:35 pm

Elena Alvarado Marcos says:

True. BlackRock and The Vanguard Group are partners in many
enterprises, and they are the largest shareholders of Pfizer, for example,
and are among the top three shareholders of Moderna and Johnson &
Johnson. When pharma companies make billions in profits from vax
mandates, profits also flow to BlackRock and The Vanguard Group.
Indeed these two companies are the largest shareholders in almost all
U.S. corporations that have vax mandates for their employees.
Mandates mean profits.

For a detailed breakdown, see this…

https://www.globalresearch.ca/corporate-vaccine-mandates-vaccine-
passports-brought-you-blackrock-vanguard/5771351

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 7:46 pm

Eluard says:

Jon, thank you for putting so-called journalists’ backs against the wall regarding this
medical and pharmaceutical (basically synonyms now) horror.

But when it comes to Schwab, I don’t think there’s any kind of “test” or challenge. He’s
a total Orwellian specimen and everything he says should be inverted (unless he’s
bragging about owning Trudeau and other politicians).

It’s all Doublethink with him and another Orwell phrase, BLACKWHITE: “Applied to
an opponent, it means the habit of impudently claiming that black is white when Party
discipline demands this. But it means also the ability to BELIEVE that black is white,
and more, to KNOW that black is white, and to forget that one has ever believed the
contrary.”

Did you see Trudeau after he accused the Conservatives in Parliament of siding with
the “Swastika”? Great example of the above. These “people” believe their lies and
become them. Unless of course they’re as arrogant as Schwab who sometimes simply
tosses it in our faces.

They just don’t care.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:09 am

Nathan Lee Miller Foster says:

WEF = FEW

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:11 am

Vakzine Machst Frei says:

1.Trudeau proved with his action that peaceful protest is useless. There is not a single
case of tyranny that ended because peaceful protests

2.Canadians deserve communism. If there was a country that deserved communism,
than this is Canada. Communism was imposed with guns and external army in most
countries, but canadians voted for it. and are happy with it.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:17 am

sk says:

Didn’t Marcos just give up? As for the Canadians, yeah, stupid move.
Infiltration of the government is somewhere between a violent revolution and
peaceful resistance, but it takes time.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 2:18 pm

Michael burns says:

Trudeau got in on a voter base of 36% — its the ridings. And it is the lowest
numbers a prime minister got voted in on in the history of Canada. It has never
been fair to the western Canada 

🇨🇦

64% of the Canadian population did not vote for him.

“Canadians deserve communism.”

Really! You fucking wanker. I bet you saying that from mommies basement.

That’s the statement of a child…you fuckin looser.
No one deserves communism.
I’ll bet you don’t know a one hundredth of the truth of this matter. It a deep
rabbit hole otherfucker!
But ‘can’ knee jerk,
quite well.

Read something looser!!!!!

“Vakzine Machst Frei”

Really shithead?
Are you German ass hole.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 5:24 pm

Vakzine Machst Frei says:

You had the chance to end the tyranny. But 99% of Canadians did
nothing.
90% are even happy that police arrested truckers.

Reply

February 22, 2022 at 5:05 am

michael burns says:

And you were there, I suppose?

Do you know about marches across every city in the country,
never mind the world; all kinds, women children and the old
including the small city near me?

Every place was protesting peaceful, their, right, here in Canada.

You think women and children should take up guns and
pitchforks, against the Jackboot. Drop their lives, put them on
hold and march to OTTAWA, diapers and out of school children,
elderly and the ones in homes and care facilities, the men and
women, husbands and wives that hold the jobs and keep it that
all fucking together; the ones working from paycheck to
paycheck. keeping that all together and march to Ottawa to
unhinge a tyrant?

Collapse the country into chaos….hm?

You haven’t really thought this out, have you, you reacted, like
you always have…no information in your head, no knowledge,
just fucking impulses.

You think they should have taken guns and pitchforks, maybe,
crashed the parliament, V for victory and burned the fuckin
place down and hung stupid outside of parliament?

Canadians are quieter people, they were mowed down in the first
world war, at the beginning, and then a shit storm happened.
They took it to the Kaiser and he lost everything… When you get
a Canadian pissed, get out of the way son…you think its over. It
isn’t over by far, its just beginning, that was the opening salvo, a
battle, in a war.

Mister Trudeau has started a war, he won’t be around to finish it.
But his party will reap what he has sown.

They tried one way of peaceful protest and got abused, the next
way is going to change the face of politics in Canada forever…

“90% are even happy that police arrested truckers.”

What do you pull this stuff out of your ass!

You know nothing but what the media tells you looser. The
’emergencies act’ is a war measures act, it enabled him to control
the country; the banks the media, the police, the courts. To cage
the area in and to not allow anyone to enter Ottawa. There was
more going on that just the city, They were at the border of
Ontario and other parts of Quebec.

February 22, 2022 at 11:15 am
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Ontario and other parts of Quebec.

So shut the fuck up.

He brought in the PPCLI, and hired contractors; Mercs, UN in
disguise.

The Ottawa police were a minor assist and told to stand by, take
away the arrested and beat the meek, the Quebec police had
already stated they had the situation in hand but were stood
down. Police in other provinces never interfered in protestors
there… Why? because the the police were in agreements of the
protest.

These were hired thugs, connected to the WEF with phony
patches that took down the protest, and that was a lesson
learned.

The place was full of spies and the instigators sent in to cause
violence and chaos. This didn’t work he was forced to show his
hand and it worked, because no one was hurt and it was not
turned to violent protest.

Your not getting the picture are you?

Global police coming to a place near you soon.

Media was controlled and Big Tech was censoring Canadian
social media big time..

Stop reading that shit on your fondle slab you Tok-tok looser.
And wake up from the reacting to what you think is news, and to
what you think you know…you know absolutely nothing. You
know what they tell you to know!

They froze the money in the banks in Ottawa. Ever stood in a
Canadian winter, in minus 25 degree weather and have no
money in your pocket and no means to get at your account
because the banks in the area are closed and you and you have
been flagged as a protester. People had to bring them food, and
that was stopped; they were not allowed to bring in fuel to keep
warm from outside. Then they caged them in and no one was
allowed to enter the area…getting the picture?

Then they seized their trucks, their only means of income…

In fact, you should just go back to sleep and leave the intellectual
heavy lifting to those that can do that…

This isn’t over, not by a long shot, you think BLM or Antifa was a
big bang. That was America theater…

Watch an learn!

Reply

John Hanek says:

Right on dude.

February 23, 2022 at 11:58 am

Alan Kwan says:

> There is not a single case of tyranny that ended because peaceful protests

Of course, because if a regime can be ended by peaceful protests, by definition it
is not a tyranny.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 9:08 pm

Raven says:

I imagine this quote gets dragged out of the history basement from time to time, I just
saw it for the first time yesterday…

“Unless we put medical freedom in the constitution, the time will come when medicine
will organize itself into an undercover dictatorship to restrict the art of healing to one
class of men and deny equal privileges to others which will constitute the Bastille of
medical science.”

~ Dr. Benjamin Rush, a signer of the Declaration of Independence

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:30 am

Hilary says:

Raven: This quote is gold,thanks for sharing it.

So few including myself would have thought that such an organised conspiracy
exists, let alone being of such concern to Statesmen so long ago. It just shows
how freedom has actually to be perpetually fought for. Those who deny this fact
haven’t yet fully lost it, but it will come…but by then it’ll be too late. History has
but proven it time and again. That is the reality and is nothing to do with being
pessimistic and a doom-monger.

The big question people will ask (like on 9/11) is how the hell did this happen,
how did we not see it coming! Well, that’s what happens when several
generations(I’d say beginning around the 1850’s really began to take their eye of
the ball with the onset of American industrialisation (e.g the Lowell factory
system and mills) and the creation of cities and the influx of immigration in
pursuit of dreams of wealth and apparent better quality of life.

In my humble observation I see it like this:

Faith in political institutions to oversee “Freedom” remaining true to the heart
of America since the DoI was so easily misplaced by this wave of opportunity
that slowly smothered people’s moral complacency and any reminders of the
sacrifices given during the Wars for Independence. This eventually gave way to
the petty bourgois and the desire for individual wealth and power. In contrast,
those stuck at the bottom of the American Dream who had already fought their
way to get to America landed into another nightmare of penury and hard labour
of textiles, Iron and steel production (Birmingham, Ala and Pittsburgh) and
extremely difficuly working conditions. So it is easy to see how the human
condition of survival and greed has lead to the class struggle instead of a
struggle and fight for freedom. The latter to cancel out the former struggle
should it be implemented. So, fast forward nearly a century commencing with
Pres’. Truman and then eighteen years later with Johnson’s medicare bill
followed by Medicaid socialist programs. Now see how easily converted
American society became(incl. the UK) when adults took a back seat and let the
state play mummmy and daddy. No more worries about affording the future
and any fight for human freedom. That’s how we are where we are. Mistrust,
complacency and deception.

Reply

February 22, 2022 at 8:27 am

Ort says:

Sorry to be a bit cranky and pedantic, but…

The expressed sentiment is laudable in its way, but it ought to be obvious from
a careful reading that it certainly is not an actual quote by Dr. Rush.

He might’ve said something like it; for the moment, I’m not inclined to research
his actual views and see if there are verified quotes and sources that prompted
this spurious version.

It doesn’t take a historian or historical linguist to see immediately that no 18th
Century speaker or writer would use a phrase like “organize itself into an
undercover dictatorship”.

Thus endeth the cavil. No offense intended.

Reply

February 22, 2022 at 2:52 pm

John Hanek says:

Legally, your medical history is private information, so all of the “mandates” are
illegal from the get go. The question is: Why has no one addressed this issue?

Reply

February 23, 2022 at 12:01 pm

Teddy Jordan says:

They lied to you about protein
They lied to you about dairy milk
They lied to you about saturated fats
They lied to you about cholesterol
They lied to you about carcinogenic foods
They lied to you about tobacco
They lied to you about asbestos
They lied to you about mercury fillings
They lied to you about opioids
They lied to you about the safety of vaccines
They lied to you about flouride in your water
They lied to you about GMO foods
They lied to you about pesticides
They lied to you about glyphosate
They lied to you about EMF radiation
They lied to you about cancer causing aerosols
They lied to you about lead in paint
They lied to you about natural medicines
They lied to you about chemotherapy
They lied to you about statin drugs
……….But they are telling you the truth about COVID

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:33 am

Saul Boutme says:

BAM BOOM BINGO

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 5:29 pm

Elena Alvarado Marcos says:

They also lied about

thalidomide
J&J baby powder
Rofecoxib (sold as Vioxx)
Valdecoxib (Bextra)
Diethylstilbestrol (DES)
Terfenadine (Seldane)
Mibefradil (Posicor)
Troglitazone (Rezulin)
Phenylpropanolamine (PPA)
Cerivastatin (Baycol)
Many different types of SSRI “anti-depressants”

All these “safe and effective” drugs made billions in profit while they killed and
injured millions of people.

……….But they are telling you the truth about COVID

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 8:02 pm

Christina says:

Do you know that the “doctors” are injecting children with Ketamine,
aka PCP? They begin to hallucinate because of it, one of The worlds
most dangerous drugs. CHILDREN.

Reply

February 22, 2022 at 3:41 pm

Jim S Smith says:

Uh,

Ketamine is NOT “Phencyclidine” (“PCP”, aka: “Angel Dust”)!

They’re not even in the same class of chemicals.

Reply

February 26, 2022 at 8:25 pm

John Hanek says:

@Teddy Jordan- Wow…sweet!

Reply

February 23, 2022 at 12:04 pm

Elizabeth says:

Right on!

Reply

February 23, 2022 at 4:43 pm

Sean says:

When I ask smart people these types of questions, it seems to befuddle them because
they never answer the questions. But they do continue doing what they do best, follow.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:35 am

george says:

I corrected the text for you:

When I ask dumb people these types of questions, it seems to befuddle them
because they never answer the questions. But they do continue doing what they
do best, follow.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 4:40 pm

george says:

Vaccinated dogs live 7-15 years. Unvaccinated wolves live 40 years.

Dogs used to live 20-25 years before vaccination and special dog food.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:40 am

Siouxma says:

Same with cats. Mine nearly died when I let the vet talk me into the feline
leukemia jab. Due to the severe reaction, and a subsequent regimen of some
kind of steroid treatment (experimental, so free to me), my cat survived with no
vaccines at all for 8 years and has been healthy. Just like with human babies,
small children, in one vet visit, dogs & cats get hammered with multiple
crapshots, lowering their immune systems opening them to a host of $$$issues.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 6:11 pm

sk says:

Can you reference that?

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 6:39 pm

Jim S Smith says:

I fully understand that, because – LOOK AT OUR OWN NATIONAL INFANT-
MORTALITY RATES – since the introduction, and expansion of “mandatory
childhood vaccines”.

The US has the world’s HIGHEST infant mortality rate, AND the world’s largest
number of “mandated childhood vaccines” schedule.

BTW:

Not sure how many “vaccines” my nine-year old dog has had in his life (only
had him about a year), but he’s doing fairly well for his age.

40-year old wolves does sound a bit extraordinary, for living out in the rough
wilds, but very interesting nonetheless. Usually, wild creatures’ survival is one
the whim of Nature, and old age is not very common in wild living.

I fully agree with the huge problems coming from the “pet-food industry”. Dr.
Karen Becker – one of Mercola (dot) com’s contributing columnists – has done
a great job exposing the problems of commercial pet foods! – So, NO argument
from me, there.

Reply

February 26, 2022 at 8:31 pm

Opie Poik says:

The Dr. Marcia Angell quote recalls this one:

Richard Horton, editor of The Lancet [said]: “… Something has gone fundamentally
wrong with one of our greatest human creations … The case against science is
straightforward: much of the scientific literature, perhaps half, may simply be untrue.
Afflicted by studies with small sample sizes, tiny effects, invalid exploratory analyses
and flagrant conflicts of interest, together with an obsession for pursuing fashionable
trends of dubious importance, science has taken a turn towards darkness.”

https://www.ecofarmingdaily.com/the-faux-faith-of-modern-science-prescription-
drugs/

These miscreants never give up the racket:

THE SWINE FLU FRAUD OF 1976 (60 MINUTES WITH MIKE WALLACE) (16 min.)

https://www.bitchute.com/video/807zMaWIhPrI/

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 10:55 am

John Pick says:

Dt Michael Yearden and others have opined that these Covid Vaccines are
Depopulation Dhots. Klaus knows this as a major part of the WEF Agenda is
population control ? Also these satanic minions consider humans a sub species so in
Klaus’s mind there is no more Social Responsibility to us than to a plate of veal he ate
for dinner last
night ?

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 11:10 am

dan says:

“So, Mr. Schwab, which is it? You support corporate social responsibility, and therefore
you condemn, in the strongest possible way, the ongoing death-and-maiming count
achieved by beloved pharmaceutical companies? Or you maintain your unwavering
support for Pharma, and admit your pose of “social responsibility” is a complete fraud.”

“Our father who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name. THY kingdom come, THY will be
done, ON EARTH, as it is in heaven”.

IF the “father’s” will is NOT being done here on earth, just exactly whose is ?

Once you get the answer to that question, EVERYTHING will make alot more sense to
you.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 11:36 am

Richard Mullock says:

Hi, Jon! I’m a subscriber and have been for over two years. All of your posts have been
quite informative and have revealed the massive medical fraud we’ve been living
under. As one who has sold nutritional products online and natural medicines I have
been wise to the medical establishment fraud for a long time. I’m nearly 77 and I am
not on any medication except for some anti-biotics I took decades ago. I knew from the
start that this pandemic was fake when the authorities refrained from proving the
existence of Covid-19.

This latest and awesome post of yours confirms everything I’ve done research on.
While my friends declare that “I’m lucky” to be in good health at my age, they continue
to pop medical drugs into their mouths and wonder why their condition hasn’t
improved. One day….maybe they’ll “wake up”, if they don’t die first!

Richard.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 12:01 pm

John Hanek says:

Right. Drugs and man’s chemical-laden, poisonous, garbage, so-called food.
The only way to fine-tune the immune system is to eat what God gives us in
Nature. Almost 68 years old I’m living proof of that. No chronic disease or
aches or pains. I do not have a doctor and am about as far away from the
medical establishment as a person can get.

Reply

February 23, 2022 at 12:16 pm

Lauran says:

Good article, Jon, as usual. I am sure that you know that the AMA has come to doctors,
and has said “you WILL push the vaccine; and you WILL take it yourself…or you WILL
lose your license”!…whistle blowers everywhere are telling this; and they are being
fired, even if they are brain surgeons. If physicians will band together, and go back to
old fashioned medicine, this will cease. I live in one of the ‘reddist” states, and we are
seeing physicians bailing right and left.The ones remaining are of the opinion that the
vaccines are lifesavers. The phrase, “be your own doctor”, means more to me everyday.
We need to return to yesteryear. Medicine for profit does not work, and will never.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 12:07 pm

sk says:

The docs won’t but the nurses could have but thought they knew better
(thought they had the medical knowledge of a doc), or listened to their unions,
and here we are. Had the nurses said no, this would have been over. The docs
won’t because they can’t do anything else for a living and make that income.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 6:42 pm

John Hanek says:

And now we have the US Gov paying $15k for every Covid death they
report and $30k if patient was on a ventilator. I’m 67 years old and
living with a hernia for that reason. The hospital would just kill an old
guy who has no family to support. There are LEGIONS of people in this
world who love money more than they love their Creator.

Reply

February 23, 2022 at 12:23 pm

Matilda says:

I as a Canadian am in agreement that something should be done, before they kill
everyone they don’t want. Praise the Lord 

🙏🙏

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 12:11 pm

Sixway says:

With all the ADRs from appropriately prescribed medications, imagine if they counted
the deaths using the same criteria that they are now using for COVID deaths? How
much higher would that number be? I can’t even make a guess.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 12:20 pm

coronistan.blogspot.com says:

From the brilliant Spacebusters videos I learned what iatrogenic means. Do you know
it?

Virology Debunks Corona

https://odysee.com/@spacebusters:c9/Virologydebunkscorona:4

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 12:23 pm

Marilyn says:

You, sir, have been shouting the truth from the rooftops for a long time and it’s just
possible that people are now starting to pay attention. Please stay healthy and keep up
your wonderful work.

Signed: A ‘glued to your columns’ Canadian.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 12:35 pm

SharineWonders says:

“social responsibility”

Everything these “globalists” (read: Satanists & Luciferians) do is an intentional
inversion of Truth. It’s all a part of their black magic projections to capture people’s
attention and mind-control them into the projection. I’ve been saying this a lot lately:
This is Plato’s Cave on the grandest scale.

I am going to link to this article in my next blog post. I don’t have a huge following, but
at least I’ll be sharing the information. Jon, thanks for not letting go of your exposé of
the Grand Illusion.

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 12:46 pm

Tom Bernard says:

In just a few years multi millions of people around the globe have woken up to the fact
they are living in a very real nightmare. And I believe we can thank Hillary Clinton and
Bill Gates for the awakening… Hillary, simply because she got cocky and blew the
election, which enabled the extremely vocal Trump to take office… and Gates, because
he sees himself as the Grand Poombah of eugenics and refused to quietly see through
the decades of careful preparations his kind had in place… If Gates had simply stood up
and said; “WE WILL develop a vaccine for covid, but we must make certain it is safe.
So,in the meantime take these acceptable and safe medications.” He, Big Pharma, and
all their slime would have emerged as TRUSTED HEROES instead of mass murderers.
And as trusted heroes the world would have enthusiastically injected ANYTHING when
the vaccine was ready… And yes, Gates is the dribble out of a maggots ass, but his huge
ego may end up saving billions of lives in the end… because thanks to Billy, we
understand who the enemy is.
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Roundball Shaman says:

“Justin Trudeau is not serving the interests of Canadians; he is loyal to the World
Economic Forum and the brand of Globalism it represents.”

And then…

(Fill in the name of an American political figure)… is not serving the interests of
Americans; he or she is only loyal to Their Political Party and the brand of Globalism it
represents.

“I can only conclude journalists and doctors who otherwise criticize medical policies
don’t want to admit the medical cartel has a very long track record of destroying
populations.”

And then…

(Fill in the name of a journalist or doctor)… is not serving the interests of Americans;
he or she is only loyal to Their Pay Check and the brand of Totalitarianism and severe
damage to Public Health and the Body Politic it must promote.

“Medical crimes. Medically caused deaths of friends, family members, loved ones, who
are buried along with the truth. No criminal investigations, no prosecutions, no guilty
verdicts, no prison sentences.”

One person’s family tragedy is another person’s great achievement.

In the old Western TV shows, when a town became lawless it needed to find a Sheriff
with the guts to restore order and serve the people of the town and make it livable
again.

In today’s World, we need such courageous figures to restore the right kind of order to
our World and mete out righteous punishment against the psychopaths who are
inflicting terrible pain upon the Planet.

We could use a Marshall Dillon right now. And a Doc Adams who tried to only heal and
not harm his patients.

And a Miss Kitty (and her ladies) to give us a place to go to make all this drama
worthwhile.
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February 21, 2022 at 3:33 pm

michael burns says:

“In today’s World, we need such courageous figures to restore the right kind of
order to our World and mete out righteous punishment against the psychopaths
who are inflicting terrible pain upon the Planet.

We could use a Marshall Dillon right now. And a Doc Adams who tried to only
heal and not harm his patients.

And a Miss Kitty (and her ladies) to give us a place to go to make all this drama
worthwhile.”

WHAT!

Your started out so well I thought I was heading for a crescendo, and then…its
sounded something…like..a raspberry in the end.

Reply

February 22, 2022 at 11:26 am

John Hanek says:

You forgot Festus.

Reply

February 23, 2022 at 12:33 pm

bleak says:

Yeah, let’s FOCUS on “Klaus Schwab,” shall we? Where is he now? Switzerland?
Dubai? Private jet? It has to land, right? Call letters? Destination? In this way, we can
assemble a welcoming party to ask him questions in person when he lands.

How many rooms are in his house? How many occupants? How many TREES are on
the grounds and what types are they? Document EVERYTHING. NO detail is too small.
“The devil is in the details.”

I think my point is clear enough.

Where is “Klaus Schwab” right now? Does anyone know? Is anyone Watching?

“Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? (Who will watch the watchmen?)” -Juvenal, Satires

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 3:54 pm

Rhonda says:

CONTRAST: Abraham Hicks I have heard state: “does not believe there is evil, nor any
need for forgiveness… Abraham Hicks – “Contrast Is Part Of The Path” – YouTube
Search domain m.youtube.comhttps://m.youtube.com › watch?v=k0KA21lA4zs
Contrast doesn’t come to you as a challenge to overcome. Contrast is part of the path of
least resistance. No matter how it looks, things are always working …
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February 21, 2022 at 4:12 pm

Frenchman says:

I knew something was fishy with Canadian government when CETA was signed with
European Union.

It is modern NAFTA version. See article 29 which removes courts from overseeing any
disputes:

https://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/in-focus/ceta/ceta-chapter-by-
chapter/#show_5164

No we have solid proof from Schwab that Adolf Trudeau is a puppet.

Schwab micromanages from faraway and that may be his downfall one day. Something
like AH micromanaged every day siege of Stalingrad from his bunker, not realizing
actual reality on site.
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February 21, 2022 at 5:03 pm

Diane DiFlorio says:

Asking questions in the Canadian House of Commons about Klaus Schwab is
considered promoting DISINFORMATION

LISTEN:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KBkXitNHJM
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February 21, 2022 at 5:37 pm

Need A Ladder says:

What in the world is “disinformation” it’s used in a way that makes no sense. Is
it removing information? When did information become the standard? It’s like
saying that information is fact and disinformation is unfact.

Information encompasses everything.

Let’s compare to other terms, disassociation is removing or avoiding
association with something or someone, so are we avoiding information, that
would be like avoiding living on planet Earth, the term information is so broad
you can’t avoid it.

How about disease, that is like disassociating ease which fits into the stress kills
category.

How about disintegrate, the pulling apart or natural process of erosion of an
integrated material, so is disinformation pulled apart information?

Information is everywhere, if it’s pulled apart information it could be accurate
or not!

The use of this word appears to be another crafty monkey wrench ploy like
climate change and other terms used to throw people off, get them defensive,
etc. it’s a nonsensical term.
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February 21, 2022 at 7:07 pm

Siouxma says:

Where do their Royalty loyalties lie?

Reply

February 21, 2022 at 6:11 pm

Siouxma says:

Schwab’s momma was a Rothschild, so much above such unpleasantness.
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February 21, 2022 at 6:12 pm

Tracy Kolenchuk says:

The simple clear test of our drug dominated medical system is a single question that
can be expanded to several infinities with little effort.

“How many diseases does it cure?”

Oh, there are some cure claims for some 80 year old drugs like penicillin and it’s model
copycats. These drugs can cure “some cases” of “some infectious diseases”. But when
the same disease, or perhaps the common cold, measles, or even the common COVID is
cured by health, or by an unapproved medicine – no cure can be recognized. With over
350 million cases of COVID “RECOVERED” there is not a single recognized case of
COVID CURED. It’s so obvious that last summer GOOGLE stopped reporting
“RECOVERED” cases.
Truth be told, the only current scientifically testable and definition of cure is for
infectious diseases cured by an approved drug or surgery that kills or removes the
infectious agent. There are no other drug cures. There is no medical nor scientific test
of cured for:
– any non-infectious disease
– any infectious disease caused by a virus (viruses are dead, so they can’t be killed)
– any chronic disease
– any mental disorder
– any case of an infectious disease cured by natural healthiness
– any case of disease cured by any “so-called” alternative medical practice or product.

Our patented drug dominated medical system might claim to be searching for cures –
but they cannot recognize a case of any non-infectious disease “cured.” All cure claims
are easily ignored. This is essential, because most cures don’t come from drugs – much
less from approved drugs.
The debate between conventional and alternative medicine is a debate about which
treatment “does not cure better”.

Nobody even takes the time to analyze “which kills the most patients.” The answer is so
obvious it’s not worthy of journalistic investigation, much less scientific investigation.
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USA Invades Israel says:

Can anyone confirm that the health professionals who have been cancelled by
covidianism are indeed intending on opening their own hospitals?

I had the same idea (as I’m sure others have) with what University Professors and
teachers should do; start their own educational institutions.

Nick Vujicic, an Australian preacher born without arms and legs, intends to open a
Bank where you can not be cancelled or denied funds for your beliefs. Others could do
same.
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February 21, 2022 at 7:19 pm

Skip Russell says:

Jon. Love your knowledge and articles over 7 years.

As a doctor of 40 years I can tell you where the doctor will say his/her sympathy lies:
“With myself!”. Not Schwab or God or any other choice.

I am out for myself and will do what I think betters myself. I do it every day for my
patients so why not me. That’s it. It will not be thought any further by 90+%. More
rationalizations. More justifications maybe. Blah. Blah. Blah. But not any thought
because they like where they are or see themselves heading. Klaus can have his social
responsibility. I have mine. I am not responsible for Pharma. The purpose of the FDA
and AMA is to be responsible and they say they are. I do not have time. Gotta go.

It is the medical version of the Nuremberg excuse “I was just following orders.”
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February 21, 2022 at 9:18 pm

April says:

I don’t even know what to say anymore. How will we ever hold these people
accountable?

I think Rome is falling and who knows what’s next.
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February 22, 2022 at 12:29 am

Paul says:

“Life changes fast.
Life changes in the instant.
The ordinary instant.”

~ Joan Didion
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February 22, 2022 at 6:57 am

Paul says:

“There are more things
in Heaven & earth,
Horatio[s,…]
[non-contemplative nay-sayers]
Than are dreamt of
In your philosophy[ies]”

~ William Shakespeare

**

Dream On, Folks !!!

~ [I]

Reply

February 22, 2022 at 7:05 am

Paul says:

“Sound & Fury,
Signifying nothing.”

~ William & The Scot
*

If Memory serves me well,
I once heard on audio
Jon Rappoport say…

“Oh, no no, you’ve got it wrong there Billy.”
**

Imagine that,
Contesting with The Bard.

Takes a big pair.
***

Singing & Song & Sound…
Just & Trust, a Must.
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February 22, 2022 at 7:15 am

Paul says:

https://rielpolitik.com/2021/05/04/brave-new-world-jacques-attali-international-
banker-eugenicist-governmental-senior-advisors-dystopian-future/

Sounds familiar.
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February 22, 2022 at 7:22 am

Doug says:

Follow the money. Doctors vaccinate and medicated because of the UUUGE financial
reward. A Pediatric practice showed 1.5 million dollars in profit to give all 72 vaccines
to his patients creating the next group of dependent adults. Sick!!!!

Reply

February 22, 2022 at 12:39 pm

Christina says:

“Why do the heathen rage and imagine a vain thing?”
This is the end of the WORLD as we ever knew it.
It is ALL PLANNED.
“They” will not be “stopped” in ANY WAY.
It is ALL part of the END OF THE WORLD.

Reply

February 22, 2022 at 10:11 pm

John Hanek says:

@Christina- That’s a crock of you-know-what. Your thoughts determine the
reality you experience. This was proven in an experiment involving 11,000
people. Quit being a cry baby and think positive.
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February 23, 2022 at 12:48 pm

Christina says:

Ok. Just wait and see.
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February 23, 2022 at 7:27 pm

Jim S Smith says:

LET’S NAME “NAMES”, SHALL WE? ? ?

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/03/young-global-leaders-meet-class-2017/

Right from their own “official” website!

Virtually EVERY large corporation, large “non-profit”, phony “grassroots
organizations”, and most (if not ALL) “health agencies” – have at least ONE “Young
Global Leaders” graduate working in them!
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February 23, 2022 at 12:07 pm

Ron Hollis says:

Here’s a Catholic priest recalling the dark history of Big Pharma, all related to
Rappoport’s post and covered in past articles.

20 minute YouTube video that has not been censored yet

https://youtu.be/-zUR2HEos3A
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